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Jonathan Sacker was born with Cystic Fibrosis, a genetic disease which most effects the respiratory and
digestive systems. With a comical and "laugh-at-yourself" design, Jonathan shares his lifestyle within an
uplifting and positive manner with hope that each reader will find perfection within their have imperfection.
"Imperfect Perfection" can be a journey through the tough and tumultuous battles that have resulted out
of this disease.
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From the Heart! Jonathan writes in a stream-of-consciousness style, mixing nearly every gut wrenching
story with humor, which he often admits may be the best perspective when enduring so many hardships
from Cystic Fibrosis, Diabetes and Arthritis....perfect...reason for your trial.Purchase this book if you: (1)
Are struggling physically or emotionally.. He speaks from the heart, offering important life lessons for your
own unavoidable walk through trials and hardships - discover humor in it, and trust that God includes a
perfectly. After all AWESOME!.so is it possible to!because it is so much better! In this publication you get
to know Jon as a person.youtube. Jon has produced recent headlines as the first American patient to
utilize the presently unapproved by the FDA device, called the Hemolung. Here's a fascinating YouTube video
onto it: http://www. This publication helps enlighten visitors to the struggles that people that have Cystic
Fibrosis face every day.com/watch?v=JXFNPGefVWQ Get this book. It was my pleasure to read your book
and much more to have met you both. Amazing book. I got the privilege to meet up Jonathan ... Amazing
book. I found his explanation of the transition from life to death very interesting. What an incredible story
they both have. Jonathan not merely for fighting with something therefore terrifying but also Sallie to be
by this wonderful guy throughout his scary trip. You won't become disappointed, and the arises from the
sale of the book can help Jon and his wife with their mounting medical costs. I hope God keep blessing you
every single second of your life. Thank you so much once more for sharing your tale with me the other day.

What an incredible blessing to all who read it! Well done. Jon Sacker was a mentor to me in my youth. Even
more impressed with Jon's faith journey and ability to communicate his belief in our Almighty God. Jon
surpassed all my expectations when he recognized that mans responsibility. I cannot communicate how
much that meant to me. Over the years he provides continued to influence me with his composing in blogs
and today in this publication. As a medical professional, I did not personally expect Jon to survive his bout
with Cystic Fibrosis. But Jon, as he has countless moments before, showed me that God is definitely even
greater than some of our expectations. Looking forward to watching as God uses this publication and Jon
& Fantastic read! It will make you laugh, cry, and think hard. The Miracle at the ending is faith-building.My
grandson has C. Read and revel in.! Lots of repetition, insufficient real information, boring.!! This book rocks
!! Wow! Jonathan provides been there and he managed to get through. Thank you Jonathan for providing us
hope. Imperfect Perfection: Cry a little;! Book definitely helped me understand the inside story of CF and
Jon's living w/ CF. He came into my life at a time when my youth pastor, a guy I appeared up to and
cherished, simply walked out. His tale is also such a powerful testimony to prayers. This book is about Jon's
existence and faith. Sallie to inform people about CF and to encourage CF sufferers and their families. This
book doesn't explain just one single miracle but many miracles.God bless you two.! laugh a little.F. It really is
both heart-rending and yet funny. Jon's perseverance and faith plays a large component in how he handles
his lifestyle. Jon has always had a knack for placing considerations in perspective. Great tale. Read it. It is
worth it. Must read Gorgeous life and story of the difficulties and triumphs of coping with Cystic Fibrosis.
I laughed and cried. Such transparency is certainly usually refreshing! Great read! Power over imperfection
Jonathan Sacker tells a tale of gaining power over his disease: cystic fibrosis, in almost comic book fashion,
minus the cartoons. He will it with grace and truth in this reserve. This is one of those books that should
be required reading for schools, for medical personnel, and whoever has ever had a tie to someone with this
terrible disease. and I needed to read this reserve for me personally and for him.! Boring Read We was
hoping to read more about how a person with Cystic Fibrosis cope with the illness on a daily basis.!
Imperfect Perfection Great reserve. Brings tears, and pleasure. If you are looking for a publication that
follows the standard format and emotional approach this is not for you. It is amazing what Jonathan

Sacker offers lived through. I got the privilege to meet up Jonathan and Sallie at Walt Disney World. Very
Inspirational! Go through it in one sitting - couldn't put it down... (2) Want to raised understand the
30,000 Americans who fight Cystic Fibrosis (3) Wish to build your faith (4) Desire to bless and support the
CF community Great Read Jon has a great love of life. You will draw inspiration from a very strong young



man that confronted obstacles his lifetime and then come through more powerful and happier than ever
before. It captures his character flawlessly.
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